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Yemen’s agriculture has flourished for over three thousand years because of the variety of
ways in which limited water resources have been used for irrigation and water supply. The
history of Yemeni irrigation, which has yet to be surveyed systematically, is not only a measure
of the rich cultural heritage of its people but also a vital source for planning sustainable
development of Yemen’s agriculture in the face of rapidly diminishing water resources. The
message of my talk today is that sustainable development must build on this existing knowledge
of generations of Yemeni farmers. We should not assume that new and imported methods and
technology can be transplanted to Yemen in a vacuum. We need to document the indigenous
Yemeni knowledge and practice in irrigation, whether through ethnography or historical analysis,
in order to assure that Yemen will continue to be a verdant Yemen (al-Yaman al-Khadrâ’).
I view my purpose here today less as an outside expert describing traditional Yemeni
irrigation than an advocate for including indigenous Yemeni knowledge of irrigation as a
necessary component of sustainable development planning. After a brief personal introduction, I
will describe the relatively recent theoretical shift toward sustainable development that includes
indigenous knowledge as a priority. Following this, I will give some specific examples of the
relevance of such knowledge for Yemen’s development and conclude with an outline for the kind
of information that should be collected and analyzed.
My introduction to Yemeni irrigation began in early 1978, when I started a year-long
ethnographic field study in the highland valley of al-Ahjur, to the west of the Kawkabān plateau.
The numerous springs (ghayl/ghuyūl) of Ahjur provide a case study of a functioning springfed
irrigation system with secondary collection in cisterns and customary allocation of water shares
in a gravity-flow channel network. My analysis of the cultural ecology of Ahjur’s spring
irrigation, including the traditional allocation of rights to land and water, was written in a Ph.D.
dissertation in 1982, and several subsequent journal articles. Following this I began intensive
study of medieval Yemeni texts on agriculture and folk astronomy, most notably an edition and
translation of the 13th century almanac of the Rasulid al-Malik al-Ashraf. During the 1980s and
early 1990s I consulted in Yemen’s development, primarily agriculture and environmental impact
analysis, for USAID and the World Bank. My work, as you can see, extends from the history of
Yemen’s agriculture through contemporary practices to ongoing and future development.
Indigenous Knowledge and Sustainable Development
Allow me to begin with an anecdote regarding what I see as the opposite of “sustainable
development.” My first consulting job in Yemen was as one of three Arabic-speaking members
(the only one with previous experience in Yemen) of a ten-man team sent to Yemen in 1981 to
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conduct a whirlwind, 3-week “Agricultural Assessment” of Yemen. The resulting document,
which you can probably find buried in the ministry library, is largely a rehash of economic data
taken out of context with virtually nothing on agriculture as it is actually practiced in Yemen.
This was a top-down, highly political exercise; the report was put together mainly by experts
who saw development solely as bringing in new technology, new seeds and new crops, and
“Western” ideas of corporate, mechanized farming. If the same funding -- several hundred
thousand dollars -- had been used to document indigenous Yemeni agricultural and irrigation
practices at the time, we would now have a base of relevant data to build the future of agriculture
relevant to the ecology, economy and social context of Yemen today.
I need to define some terms first. The concept “indigenous knowledge” has finally
arrived in development planning. This refers to local knowledge specific to people who learn
from the experience of previous generations and is generally passed on orally in modified form
to the next generations. Such knowledge often represents successful adaptation to the local
environment. In other words, what works well gets passed on along with new ideas and
improvements. In the specific case of irrigation, this might include knowledge of seasonal water
availability, local soil and terrain conditions, efficient means of water diversion and application,
and appropriate timing for optimal plant growth. This knowledge is difficult to analyze in the
formal models of economics or modern agronomy, since it has evolved within the restrictions
and cultural uniqueness of the local society and ecological framework. Because such knowledge
is not considered “scientific” and is rarely documented, it has been easily overlooked, even
dismissed as irrelevant, by development planners .
The importance of indigenous knowledge did not take hold in the development
community until the 1990s. It is worth remembering that the UN Conference on Environment
and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 called for “recognition of their [indigenous] values,
traditional knowledge and resource management practices with a view to promoting
environmentally sound and sustainable development” (Agenda 21). This interest in indigenous
knowledge came about in part due to efforts of social scientists such as Dennis Warren, who in
1987 helped found the Center for Indigenous Knowledge for Agriculture and Rural Development
at Iowa State University. Beginning in 1993 the Indigenous Knowledge and Development
Monitor, published in The Netherlands, has been a major stimulus for applying research on
indigenous knowledge to development planning. Regional and national centers devoted to
indigenous knowledge in development have sprung up around the world in the 90s. Recent
seminars and publications from UNDP, the World Bank and bilateral donors such as USAID now
address the relevance of such knowledge for sustainable development.
It is important to understand why this has happened. Twenty years ago the dominant
paradigm for agricultural development still promoted advanced technology and a Western mode
of economic efficiency as a universal formula. Even then it was becoming clear that technology
transfer -- specifically the local acceptance of new technology along with its proper use and
long-term economic costs -- was not simply a matter of giving a farmer a new tractor and telling
him to celebrate by roasting his ox. Little attention was paid to what kind of technology was
appropriate in developing countries and the usefulness of existing technology and practices that
already worked. In fact, the commercial motive to sell Western machinery to the Third World
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outweighed a concern for what people actually needed. A major problem is that there has seldom
been accountability for failed projects, since development personnel usually spend only a short
time in Yemen. It is not hard to see how millions of aid dollars and mega-hours of expert
manpower resulted in very little that was sustainable.
At the same time an insidious by-product of “modernization” was the message that
traditional ways of doing agriculture were backward, inefficient and a hindrance to development.
Some of the experts I knew who came to Yemen arrogantly tried to reproduce methods used in
Western economies which had an educated and economically well-off population. Ironically,
these textbook recommendations for developing countries involved methods that even at that
time were proving not to be sustainable in America and Europe. I say this was insidious because
young Yemeni professionals, largely trained in Western universities, understandably wanted the
best technology and methods for their own country. The problem that few people saw at the time
was how existing policies and programs did not promote sustainable development. Much money
was wasted while many sustainable practices were being lost.
Sustainable Agriculture in Yemen’s History
The recent push for sustainable development is as much the result of policies that have
failed miserably as it is an academically sound approach to development planning. The number
of problems that have limited agricultural development -- and these are hardly unique to Yemen
-- is extensive: much of the advice given by international donors comes from “experts” who
really know very little about Yemen; most of the economic projections for agricultural projects
have been wrong; introduced technology may not be appropriate or affordable over time; most
projects encourage or tolerate over-use of water rather than conservation; global economic and
political policies prevent growth of effective local markets. I am not so foolish as to argue that
such problems are only of recent vintage and due solely to outside interference. The history of
Yemen’s agriculture -- especially the various irrigation and water harvesting systems that evolved
over centuries -- has had its ups and downs. My point is that much of the surviving indigenous
farmer knowledge preserves what led to the “ups”. In other words, by examining the knowledge
that has survived in oral tradition we have an opportunity to see what has generally proved to be
sustainable in the past and into the present.
It is now time to be specific. What can we learn from indigenous irrigation systems in
Yemen? For this I will mention three kinds of examples to stimulate discussion. I divide my
examples into practices, principles and processes. In Ahjur, as an example, local irrigators have
specific ideas on when to irrigate (depending on the time of day and season, as well as the state
of the crop to be irrigated), how much water to apply (depending on soil and plant conditions),
and which plots have greater needs than others. These practices are not arbitrary, but rather the
result of community-based trial and error in local field systems over centuries. While you cannot
adopt a local practice wholesale in another context, the observations that led to the local
allocation cycle can be learned from. Some practices may have practical application across
Yemen. For example, farmers in the Hadramawt were observed -- in a project I led in 1992 on
indigenous plant protection practices -- to place cut-up stalks of Calotropis procera (‘ushār) in
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irrigation channels in order to help ward off several local insects from the irrigated crops. Here is
a specific case where ethnographic documentation and scientific investigation can work hand in
hand to possibly identify a readily available natural plant as a cheap alternative to use of
imported and environmentally damaging pesticides.
A second kind of lesson to be learned from Yemen’s indigenous irrigation involves
principles, especially long-standing approaches to resource use and conservation. Two such
principles that I saw at work in Ahjur are Islamic precepts that all Muslims share in water as a
resource and that water as a resource cannot be individually owned. The first is clear from a
well-known hadith based on the belief that Allah is the owner since he provides the water,
whether from rain, rivers or springs. Islamic water law, which has been well documented by Dr.
Abdulla Maktari in his case study of Lahj, evolved guarantees of the individual to drinking water
and communities to the water needed for their survival and production. My purpose here is not to
go into the elaborate details of the law, but to note that in practice Yemeni society has gone to
great lengths to provide drinking water -- for man and beast -- and to share this limited resource.
The Prophet also said that whoever holds on to surplus water when another needs it will find
Allah holding back his mercy on the Day of Judgment. Political disputes over water have always
been around, but when these principles were adhered to, they promoted sustainable development
in Yemen long before it was discovered by the experts.
My final set of examples relates to process. Anthropologists who study irrigation often
focus on the ways in which inevitable disputes over water allocation are mitigated or resolved.
In many parts of the world irrigation development has meant a dramatic shift from local
community control to directed control by outside governmental agencies. My interest is not in
debating the merits of centralized resource management, but rather to see what we can learn from
customary processes by which Yemeni communities resolve resource allocation problems. My
own focus twenty years ago was on the relation between tribal customary practice and Islamic
law. I discovered that by and large there was little conflict between these on issues of resource
allocation -- unlike the disagreement over social issues like marriage and inheritance. Maktari’s
study of fatwa decisions, for example, shows that unless there is blatant violation of Islamic
principles, jurists in the past rarely objected to local customs of allocation. In my own fieldwork
in Ahjur a local shaykh once explained that the opposite of customary law (ahkām al-aslāf) was
not Islamic law but rather recently created governmental law (ahkām al-akhlāq). My point is that
an allocation process that takes into account current customary practice will affect greater
positive change than a system imposed by a bureaucrat with no knowledge of the local
community.
Integrating Indigenous Knowledge in Yemen’s Irrigation Development
Irrigation is a technique, not an end in itself. Developing irrigation systems must be
accomplished as part of a resource use strategy that balances production needs, water supply
needs and environmental stability. This delicate balance has not remained the same over
Yemen’s history; nor should we argue that existing methods should be preserved simply because
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they have worked in the past. The most important need now is careful and thorough
documentation of Yemen’s indigenous irrigation practices. How can this be done?
The collection and study of what is called “indigenous knowledge” in development are
unlike the economic and technical approaches used in the sciences and a majority of the social
sciences. For example, if you are trained as an irrigation specialist in an engineering program,
you will look at the kinds of material and technical data relevant to solving engineering
problems: this will include water flow, sediment load, soil conditions, physical means of
diverting or storing water, channel networks, and the like. If you are an economist looking at
development of an irrigation farming systems, you will focus mostly on statistics, even if some
of these are obtained from irrigators themselves. Ideally, the social aspects of irrigation will be
studied by a trained anthropologist or sociologist. As an anthropologist, let me assure you that
documenting social conditions is every bit as specialized as the work of an engineer or
economist. Now, in practice you would never ask a sociologist (with no scientific training) to go
into the field and study the technical engineering aspects of a water-transport system, because it
is assumed -- and rightly so -- that a certain level of technical training and experience is needed.
Yet, it is not uncommon on development projects, even in Yemen, to let the economist collect the
social data or to hire someone with general training in the social sciences but who does not even
speak Arabic.
The first obstacle in designing projects to collect indigenous knowledge is to overcome
what I call the obstacle of scientific arrogance. The kind of work that engineers and economists
do requires specialized training because it is not a part of most people’s everyday experience.
However, collecting information about household size, marriage patterns, cultural values and
customary practice is often not seen as intrinsically difficult or requiring specialized training
because we all grew up in households, had parents, learned cultural values and did all kinds of
things without knowing why we did in a formal way. The assumption in development planning
has been that the technical and economic factors would determine the success of a project. In
reality, the unplanned and highly variable flow of everyday social life can greatly alter the best
laid plans on paper. I use the term “arrogance” for this obstacle, because there is a twofold
assumption that what formally untrained, i.e. traditional, farmers do is backward and out-of-date
and that social variables are unimportant as long as the technology and the cost-benefit analysis
point to success. The reason this approach has been so disastrous worldwide is that real people,
not ideal households or statistical means, actually use and misuse irrigation systems.
I suggest three principles for designing the collection of indigenous irrigation knowledge
in Yemen. First, following on my remarks above, it must be recognized that collecting
indigenous knowledge requires the proper training in qualitative as well as quantitative
ethnographic techniques. I speak here as an ethnographer, because a major part of such study is
to find what is relevant in the largely undifferentiated flow of daily life. The engineer not only
knows what is relevant but can easily find it in the field; the ethnographer has an idea of what
should be there but relevant information may not be readily apparent and its collection requires
working in cooperation with human subjects.
A second principle relates to the efficiency of collecting, even knowing what to collect, in
the field. Indigenous knowledge is primarily, though not exclusively in the case of Yemen, oral.
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Much of it is lost in the normal flow of events; some people have better understanding than
others; it is not always easy to distinguish between practices and ideas that are viable and those
that appear to be superstitious or just plain “folklore.” Thus, obtaining this information requires
extensive interaction with farmers -- not a whirlwind household survey -- by someone who not
only has a range of communication skills, but also someone who is fluent in the local language.
Sending in a trained sociologist or anthropologist who cannot speak directly with farmers will
accomplish little of value. The information will be fragmented and probably misleading, even if
an interpreter is provided. It is also true that being fluent in Arabic does not guarantee effective
communication in the field. I realize that there are not a lot of experts who fit these requirements,
which is why emphasis needs to be placed on training Yemeni students in programs of
development anthropology or rural sociology just as they are trained as engineers and
economists. All are needed if development is to be sustainable.
Third, in the case of Yemen there exists a preliminary data-base on indigenous irrigation
and agricultural practices in historical documents, such as several major agricultural texts from
the Rasulid period, numerous short treatises and almanacs, and even in poetry. Let me give you
a specific example from my own work. In reading the 13th century agriculture book by al-Malik
al-Ashraf, I noticed a discussion on a local problem in the Tihama with the date-palm moth
larvae feeding on the inflorescence (ṭal‘) of dates. The remedy, mentioned in the text, was to take
a variety of highland ant (called qa‘ṣ) and put these as colonies in the date trees. During a project
with the Plant Protection Unit of the ministry in 1992 my team found an old farmer in Zabīd who
had been doing exactly this until recently. This form of biological control, using a local species
with a long history of use, is precisely the kind of sustainable farmer knowledge that should be
studied for its scientific merit and promoted for its sustainable impact. In this case, not only is it
cheaper and safer than using imported pesticides, this kind of biological control is cutting-edge
in Western research on plant protection. And, I wish to add, a Yemeni contribution to Yemen’s
development.
In very brief conclusion, I encourage ministry officials, faculty of Yemen’s universities
and agricultural colleges and development personnel to develop a program for collecting and
analyzing indigenous farmer knowledge before we are forced to call it extinct farmer knowledge.
Sustainable irrigation in Yemen should benefit from appropriate scientific and technological
inputs from abroad, but these must be -- if I may use an agricultural metaphor -- “grafted” onto
the base of Yemen’s own traditional practices. I applaud this conference as a step in this long
overdue process.
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